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Two-dimensional (2D) atomic materials such as graphene and transition metal dichalcogenides
(TMDCs) have attracted significant research and industrial interest for their electronic, optical,
mechanical, and thermal properties. While large-area crystal growth techniques such as chemical
vapor deposition have been demonstrated, the presence of grain boundaries and orientation of
grains arising in such growths substantially affect the physical properties of the materials. There is
currently no scalable characterization method for determining these boundaries and orientations
over a large sample area. We here present a second-harmonic generation based microscopy technique for rapidly mapping grain orientations and boundaries of 2D TMDCs. We experimentally
demonstrate the capability to map large samples to an angular resolution of 61 with minimal sample preparation and without involved analysis. A direct comparison of the all-optical grain orientation maps against results obtained by diffraction-filtered dark-field transmission electron
microscopy plus selected-area electron diffraction on identical TMDC samples is provided. This
rapid and accurate tool should enable large-area characterization of TMDC samples for expedited
studies of grain boundary effects and the efficient characterization of industrial-scale production
C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4930232]
techniques. V
Since the isolation of graphene, an atomically thin carbon membrane, two-dimensional (2D) electronic materials
have been extensively investigated for their unique electronic1–3 and optical4,5 properties, structural integrity,6,7 thermoelectric performance,8 and catalytic function.9 Large-area
samples of transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) in particular, such as MoS2 and WSe2, have been highly studied in
recent years. Their inherent electronic band gap10 and
polarization-sensitive optical selection rules11–13 may allow
them to be more readily exploited in next-generation electronic and optoelectronic devices. This promise has motivated
extensive research into synthesis of large-area TMDC films,
with the best results to date achieved by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) methods.14,15 However, thin film samples are
inherently polycrystalline due to the nature of nucleationbased growth, and the presence and type of grain boundaries
can affect the electrical, optical, and mechanical properties of
monolayers. Carrier scattering has been shown to worsen the
conductivity of graphene at boundaries with poor domain
connectivity;16 studies on mechanical strength have found
that while tilt-grain boundaries preserve resilience, low-angle
boundaries may severely compromise monolayer samples;17
and in monolayers the photoluminescence at grain boundaries
a)
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differs significantly from the bulk.15 Full utilization of these
monolayer materials therefore requires an understanding of
the effects of the two-dimensional grain structure on material
behavior and performance.18,19 An impediment to both the
study of these materials and progress in device fabrication
with two-dimensional electronic materials is the timeintensive nature of existing metrology methods for accurately
characterizing complete grain boundary and grain orientation
information, typically involving dark-field transmission electron microscopy (DF-TEM) in conjunction with filtered electron diffraction. DF-TEM is used to first obtain an image of a
single grain, and electron diffraction measurements are then
taken on the individual grain. The resulting spot pattern can
be carefully interpreted to determine its exact crystal orientation within 60.5 accuracy.15 While providing highly accurate rotation information and atomic-scale resolution among
other benefits, the method is restricted from being applied
over relatively large-area samples. Moreover, the 2D atomic
material needs to be transferred from its underlying substrate
to a TEM grid or an electron-permeable supporting membrane, a time-consuming and invasive process that often
requires use of polymers or wet chemicals,20,21 thermal
tapes,22 or polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamps.23
Optical microscopy, on the other hand, allows large-area
imaging with moderate spatial resolution. Polarized light microscopy, in particular, provides quantitative information on
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the crystallographic symmetry of a material and defect or
strained regions within it, among other properties. However,
optical microscopes do not provide intrinsic contrast sufficient
for differentiating grain boundaries within a contiguous twodimensional atomic film. Selective oxidation of the substrate
at crystal boundaries has been used to provide such contrast in
graphene grown on copper foils, where it was used to measure
the inverse relationship of sheet resistance with increasing
graphene grain size.24 Here, we show that the polarized
second-harmonic generation (SHG) from 2D atomic materials
allows the rapid mapping of grain boundaries and grain
orientations for large-area samples. This technique, which
utilizes the inherent second-order nonlinearity of noncentrosymmetric monolayer samples,25–28 does not require
invasive sample preparation nor multi-modality measurements. The nonlinear optical imaging technique allows mapping of arbitrarily large sample regions, shown here for
sample regions greater than a square millimeter, in mere seconds and via a single form of measurement, while showing
excellent agreement with the orientation information determined using DF-TEM in conjunction with selected-area electron diffraction.
Figure 1 shows an optical image and the all-optical grain
mapping on the same millimeter-sized area of an as-grown
MoS2 monolayer. The sample was fabricated by CVD using
solid MoO3 and S precursors on extensively cleaned Si/SiO2
substrates.15 In the pure optical image (Fig. 1(b)), the multitude of grain boundaries in the film is completely invisible.
Grain colors in Fig. 1(a) represent grain orientations from 0
to 30 , the significance of this angle range being discussed
below. Mapping the grain orientations in this millimeterscale image via the SHG-based optical method is accurate
and efficient. An ultrafast Ti:Sapphire laser operated in the
infrared was used for excitation of second-harmonic generation. The nonlinear emission was sequentially collected as
the sample was confocally scanned point-by-point, and the
polarization components of the emission were subsequently
discriminated using waveplates and polarizers. With this
method, the size of area imaged, image resolution, and

FIG. 1. A 1.2 mm  1.2 mm area of MoS2 film with the relative orientations
of individual grains color-mapped by SHG microscopy (a) and as seen under
a conventional microscope where individual grains within the film are indistinguishable (b). The color-mapped orientation image was produced by two,
rapid all-optical SHG scans (with and without a measurement polarizer) performed in reflection geometry with the excitation laser swept through a
10  0.3 NA plan fluorite objective, and automated processing. Scale bars
250 lm.
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acquisition speed are simply determined by the objective
lens magnification and pixel grid choices. No modification
of method nor special sample preparation is required to map
the orientations of monolayer islands on a background substrate, continuous films, or regions with both continuous film
and flakes (as seen in Fig. 1); it can be flexibly applied to
samples in various stage of growth and of unknown types.
Requisite laser power for mapping a given sample can
depend on factors such as film quality and pump wavelength,
where appropriate excitation wavelengths are materialdependent and in these studies have ranged from 800 nm to
1300 nm. Fig. 1 was obtained with less than 200 mW at the
microscope entrance.
The grain orientation information in the images
acquired with this all-optical technique is enabled by the
inherent non-centrosymmetricity of monolayer TMDCs.
In non-centrosymmetric materials, a second-order polarization
can be induced by incident electromagnetic fields,
ð2Þ
ð2Þ
ð2Þ
P2x ¼ vijk : Ex Ex , where vijk , the second-order susceptibility
tensor of the material, respects the same underlying symmetry
as the material crystal lattice and governs the relationship
ð2Þ
between the induced second-harmonic polarization Pð2xÞ and
the incident field Ex . The intensity of radiated secondharmonic emission having a given polarization e^2x from these
ð2Þ

e 2x :ðvijk :^
e x Þ:^
e x j2 . For
monolayers is given by:25 I2x ¼ j^
materials in the D3h point group, such as the monolayer
ð2Þ

TMDCs, the third rank tensor vijk has only four non-zero eleð2Þ

ð2Þ

ð2Þ

ð2Þ

ments: v ¼ v112 ¼ v121 ¼ v211 ¼ v222 . To determine how
the angular orientation of a grain will affect the polarization of
emitted SHG, a two-dimensional crystal oriented at an arbitrary angle h relative to the axis of polarization of an incident
ð2Þ

pump signal can be considered. In this system, the vijk tensor
should be transformed by a rotation through the angle h, and
the above expression for SHG intensity (I2x ) evaluated with
e^x defined as the x or y coordinate axis. It follows that the intensity of two orthogonal output second-harmonic polarizations for excitation and collection at normal incidence takes
y
x
¼ jvð2Þ cosð3hÞj2 and I2x
¼ jvð2Þ sinð3hÞj2 .
the form: I2x
Figure 2(a) plots the polarized SHG intensity dependence on
grain rotation angle for a D3h sample, showing symmetric
power peaks at 60 separation. Grain orientation mapping
(Fig. 2(b)) entails simple image processing of an x-polarized
intensity (Fig. 2(c)) and y-polarized
intensity image (Fig.

y
1
1
x
2(d)): h ¼ 3 tan 冑I2x =冑I2x . The x and y coordinates represent the directions of the orthogonal polarizers for the output
SHG signal and can be any direction relative to the primitive
MoS2 lattice or incident polarization as long as they are orthogonal to one another. Grain boundaries invisible in the
conventional optical image (e.g., Fig. 1(b)) become clearly
visible, and orientation information is straightforwardly displayed. Grain color corresponds to angular orientation, with
the color scale representing relative angles between 0 and
30 .
The measureable angle range using intensity measurement as performed above is 0 and 30 due to the reflection
symmetry of the MoS2 lattice in conjunction with the 6-fold
symmetry present without phase information. In DF-TEM,
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FIG. 2. (a) A polar plot showing the theoretical angular dependence of
x-polarized (blue) and y-polarized (red) output SHG intensity through 2p
rotation of a sample from the D3h point symmetry with 6-fold rotational
symmetry. The pump beam is also defined to have x-direction polarization.
The angular polarized SHG intensity dependence is used to determine crystallographic orientation from measured SHG intensity. (b) A grain orientation map of a high-quality TMDC sample. Color bar from Fig. 1 applies. (c)
The x- and (d) y-polarized SHG images
 processed to produce the orientation
y
x
=冑I2x
. Scale bars 25 lm.
map in (b) by h ¼ 13 tan1 冑I2x

the 6-fold rotational symmetry is reduced to true three-fold
symmetry of the lattice by differences in scattering brightness by the Mo and S sublattices.15 In this optical method,
the exact angle (e.g., 0 and 120 ) of grains can be unambiguously determined by considering phase. For example, angular mismatch between adjacent grains becomes implicit in
the darkness of shared boundaries in a non-polarized, intensity image; opposite orientations such as [1110] and [1110]
must emit SHG signals that are exactly out of phase while
slightly misaligned grains will have only a small phase difference in SHG emissions. While the microscope objective,
beam splitters, lenses, and other optical components will
introduce additional phase differences between SHG signals
of different polarizations, accurate discrimination of the relative phases of different polarizations can be accomplished by
careful compensation, e.g., with signal retarders or similar
methods. Phase-sensitive SHG29 provides complete information for direct calculation of grain angle.
We examine the accuracy of this method by direct
comparison to a complete DF-TEM plus selected area
electron-diffraction characterization of a high-quality TMDC
sample.16 Figure 3 shows nonlinear optical grain orientation
maps of two 500 lm  500 lm MoS2 samples, primarily
monolayer triangular islands, ranging in size from 20 lm to
120 lm, fabricated by seed-free CVD.15 In Figure 3, subsets
of crystal grains mapped by our all-optical characterization
(d) and (f) are compared with the corresponding results from
diffraction-filtered DF-TEM (c) and (e). The color map of
the SHG images represents angles ranging from 0 to 30 . In
the DF-TEM images, flakes have been colored post-analysis
so that flakes of different orientations have different colors

Appl. Phys. Lett. 107, 111902 (2015)

FIG. 3. Grain orientation maps of two 500 lm  500 lm samples containing
primarily monolayer MoS2 triangular islands ranging in size from 20 lm to
120 lm generated by all-optical SHG microscopy (a) and (b) with
20  0.45 NA plan fluorite objective and point-by-point piezo-actuated translation of the sample. Scale bars 100 lm. Comparison of the grain orientation
color maps from the insets of (a) and (b) between the SHG-based microscopy method (d) and (f) and corresponding DF-TEM results (c) and (e).
Color bar of Fig. 1 applies. Scale bars 60 lm.

(and those with the same orientation share the same color).
Good agreement is seen between the methods. In Figs. 3(e)
and 3(f), sets of grains shown to have the same orientation
are consistent across both methods. In both cases, a very
slight difference between two of the central grains, i.e., the
two red-colored grains in Fig. 3(e) or cyan- to yellowcolored grains in Fig. 3(f), is also visible. In Figs. 3(c) and
3(d), both methods of mapping show all four grains in this
subset having different orientations. The joined grains in the
upper right of the subset of Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) are shown
having mismatched orientations and a boundary that tracks
well between the two methods. The measured angle difference between these joined grains by selected-area electron
diffraction is 40 6 0.5 . See Ref. 15 for detailed information on the DF-TEM measurement of these grains. The alloptical method here also supports 40 separation between the
joined grains: within the 30 angle range automatically displayed by the imaging system a 20 angle is shown, which
can be any of the symmetry equivalents: 20 , 40 , 80 , or
100 . As discussed above, phase-sensitive measurement can

FIG. 4. Polarization-dependent intensity data for rotation of a D3h sample
through 720 fit with a sinusoidal curve. A least-squares method is used for
ð2Þ
the sinusoidal fit, the period and character of which is derived from the vijk
tensor. From the quantified error in experimental fit, a resolution of 61.12
is determined for the measurement method.
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narrow the number of symmetry equivalents to two (60
apart), and the boundary darkness in unpolarized images
unambiguously determines which is accurate for adjacent
grains. While here the measurement is performed without a
phase reference, we simply show that the rapidly processed
SHG images provide accurate angle information based on
comparison to DF-TEM.
This all-optical grain-mapping technique provides resolution comparable to that achieved by TEM methods. Figure
4 shows polarization-dependent intensity data collected
through two full rotations of the measurement polarizer, e.g.,
720 , fit with a sinusoidal curve according to theory-based
dependence on polarization angle of a rotated measurement
polarizer. The angular resolution of this all-optical method is
61.12 , as determined by the 95% confidence bounds for the
theory-based fit to the sinusoidal experimental data. Angular
resolution may improve with additional measurements, e.g.,
further rotations of the output polarizer. The spatial resolution presented here ranges from approximately 0.62 lm (Fig.
2) to 1 lm (Figs. 1 and 3) and can be improved by use of
higher numerical aperture objectives. With this resolution,
the location of grain boundaries is clear from the angular differences in adjacent SHG emissions. Potential SHG effects
of localized bilayers or multilayers at the grain boundaries30
are not recorded and would require methods of higher resolution, such as near-field nonlinear optical microscopy.
Generally, the SHG response from bilayers is expected to be
dark, and from higher level multilayers alternately bright and
dark according to odd and even numbers of layers.25–28
In summary, the demonstrated SHG-based microscopy
method allowed grain orientation maps to be acquired in
minutes with a single measurement modality, no sample preparation, and fast automated analysis. Comparison to DF-TEM
plus selected-area electron diffraction shows the orientation
information to be highly accurate. While the results derived
above are specific to materials in the D3h point group, this
method can easily be extended to other materials in other noncentrosymmetric groups as SHG characteristics of the different point groups relevant for the analysis derived above are
well-known.31 The capabilities demonstrated herein are promising for rapid and even real-time mapping of monolayer
flakes and grains for experimental and industrial processes.
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